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#

The
MSR Event in
the Southern
Hemisphere

With access to 500+
client and agency
research professionals...

Attendees Position Titles
100%

3 international keynote speakers
10 invited Australian speakers
51 home-grown industry speakers

Industry Sectors
If there is one conference to go
to this year – it is this one. If you love
research, come and celebrate with
us at the AMSRS 60th anniversary
Conference. At AMSRS we believe in
the importance of thought leadership
and continuous professional
development while networking with
colleagues and having fun. Listen
to best local and global speakers
until your head is ready to explode;
network with Australia’s largest
research community until you run
out of business cards; and dance
until your feet ache at our MadGlam
Gala dinner. Members who book
a full ticket also get a birthday
pre-conference workshop for free.
Block the days out in your diary now!
Come and see 107 speakers and
listen to 100’s of new ideas while
celebrating 60 years of amazing
research in Australia.
#researchrocks #iloveamsrs #DSO1
#exhaustedalready

ELISSA MOLLOY
CEO, AMSRS

34%

29%

Account Director, Account
Manager, Associate Director,
Business Development Manager,
Client Development Manager,
Director

21%

Brand Manager, Consumer Insights
Manager, Head of Customer
Insights, Head of Research,
Insights Manager, Market Research
Manager, Research Manager, Senior
Market Research Manager

9 dedicated topic streams

61%

14 client speakers

Research Supplier/
Consultant

30% + client attendance
9 ticket options

2%

9 networking opportunities
Academic

30%
Marketing
Services/
Consultants/
Research
Buyer/Inhouse
Researcher

2% Qualitative Recruiter
5% Operations/Data

Collection/Analysis/
Processing/
Programming

I am so excited to personally
celebrate a 60th birthday that is not
my own! Everyone involved with the
conference is looking forward to bringing
you a marathon researchfest that will cater
to everyone in our multifaceted industry.
We want your participation leading up to the festivities with
fun competitions and online forums as we celebrate the
fabulousness of our community and all of us that accidentally
on purpose fell into this amazingly creative and exploratory
industry…. we are all just big kids who want to know the reason
why… Listed above are all the reasons we have found for the
technical why, if you want to know the social why… I’ll meet you
on the dancefloor at 11pm!
#nooneknowsionlywearsocksonthesecondday
#icounthowmanyswearwordsiyellattheavguys
#icantdothisshortanswerthingisaytoomuchasalways #DSO4
LESLEA CLEMENTS, NATIONAL EVENTS & OPERATIONS MANAGER, AMSRS
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3 pre conference
business skills workshops

CEO, General Manager,
Managing Director,
Managing Partner,
President, Principal

Key buyers of
research who have
attended previously
COMPANIES: ABC - AGL Energy - AMP Capital - ANZ Banking Group
- Australia Post - Brisbane City Council - Campbell Arnott's - Canon
Australia - Choice - Coca-Cola - Coles Group - Colgate Palmolive
- Commonwealth Bank - Defence Science & Technology Organisation
(DSTO) - Destination NSW - Dulux Australia - Energy Australia
- Foxtel - George Weston Foods - Greater Building Society - HBF
- Heinz - HSBC - IKEA - Kellogg - Kimberly-Clark Australia - Lion Co
- McCann Worldgroup - Meat & Livestock Australia - Mission Australia
- National Australia Bank - Nestlé Oceania - NRMA Motoring &
Services - Philip Morris - Qantas Airways - QSuper - RACV - Royal
Australian Mint - Royal Automobile Club of WA - Samsung Electronics
Australia - SBS Corporation - Schweppes Australia - Stockland Sunsuper - Tabcorp - Target Australia - Telstra - The Green Building
Council of Australia (GBCA) - The Nine Network - Tourism and Events
Queensland - Tourism NT - Tourism Western Australia - Twinings
& Co - Woolworths - World Vision Australia - Yahoo!7 - Yarra
Trams - Yarra Valley Water. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS: Dept of
Communications - Dept of State Development - Dept of Education,
Employment & Workplace Relations - Dept of Employment - Dept
of Finance & Deregulation - Dept of Health - Dept of Immigration
& Border Protection - Dept of Immigration & Citizenship - Dept of
Human Services.

If your company isn’t listed here it should be!
Contact the Society for a first-time buyers deal.

8%

Project Manager, Research Analyst,
Research Director, Research Executive,
Senior Project Manager, Business Analyst

8%

Consultant, Research Consultant,
Senior Research Consultant

0%

INFORMATION TAKEN FROM DELEGATE REGISTRATION INFORMATION (PROVIDED BY DELEGATES) FROM 2013 & 2014 CONFERENCE DATA.
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

MESSAGE FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIRS
We are so excited about this year’s conference that we just couldn’t keep it a secret anymore.

Although a part of the celebration of the conference is clearly focussed on the future providing new
and exciting techniques, case studies and stories of colour, clarity and durability (hopefully you’re
thinking about Diamonds about now!). As chairs we have been determined to challenge the norm, build
on the success of previous conferences and deliver something different and memorable but most
importantly a conference that will empower you with the passion to shine in the future.

WEDNESDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER - Registration from 1.30 pm
SYDNEY HILTON

This year’s conference celebrates the 60th anniversary of our professional Society – the AMSRS’s
Diamond Jubilee – the pressure is surely on to deliver something special and that’s exactly what we
intend to do! The theme is the Power and the Passion – showcasing our skill and zest for what we do
along with how we influence and shape the world we consume and the society we live in.

WORKSHOP 1
Being your own boss
2:00 - 5:00 pm

WORKSHOP 2
Having a stellar career

Workshop Rooms
LEVEL 2

WORKSHOP 3
Sharpening your skillset
5:00 - 6:00 pm

Opening Drinks

7:00 pm

Fellows Dinner (invitation only)

Of course research, insight generation and helping our clients make better decisions is at the core of
our industry so the conference will provide a banquet of research and client stories highlighting new
techniques and innovative methods showcasing our clarity, durability and success. Nothing is off the
table and the industry has responded with papers that will challenge the norm and set a path for a
healthy and vibrant industry for the future.

THURSDAY 3TH SEPTEMBER - Registration from 7.30 am

Plus we are adding a generous dose of local and international key note speakers to make us think,
laugh and learn. Speaker such as Jeffrey Henning, Annie Pettit and James Guerrier.
But it’s not all business – expect a lot of fun and new networking and knowledge sharing opportunities, from
clients, agencies, field partners and platform providers and experts in and outside of our industry. We are
superbly confident Leslea will deliver a Gala Dinner of epic proportions with more than a few surprises.
So the bar is set high and we are determined to deliver. All that’s missing now is you, your colleagues,
your clients and partners! We urge agencies, suppliers and clients at all career stages to put the
dates into your diary now! Nag your boss, encourage your colleagues, invite a client or a supplier to
celebrate the Power and Passion of research and make this the truly
memorable 60th Anniversary Conference we all deserve!!!

SYDNEY HILTON

We both thought it was time to also look outside the industry to engage with experts in leadership,
careers and business skills – proving a third day of workshops designed to give you the foundations for
ambitions like starting an agency or having a global career!

With great thanks to our Conference Committee: Mike Beder, Jem
Wallis, Pascal Bourgeat, Deb Fernon, Meredith Fairweather, Chris
Mawn, Tiina Raikko, Victoria Gamble and Maxime Schaapman.
Derek Jones & Joan Young

9:00 - 10:50 am

Plenary Hall

10:50 - 11:15 am

Exhibition Hub

11:15 - 1:05 pm

Plenary Hall

1:05 - 1:50 pm

Exhibition Hub

1:50 - 3:05 pm

Break Out Rooms

3:05 - 3:35 pm

Exhibition Hub

3:35 - 5:00 pm

Plenary Hall

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3
LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3

Opening Plenary Session
The power and the passion
Morning Tea
Morning Plenary Session
Powerful data
Lunch
Afternoon Break Out Sessions
• The power of challenging the norm
• Passionate about social challenges
• The passion of research
Afternoon Tea
Afternoon Plenary Session
The power of laughter and language

5:15 - 6:00 pm

LEVEL 4

National AGM (AMSRS members welcome)

6:00 - 6:30 pm

LEVEL 4

AMSRO AGM (invitation only)

7:00 - 11:30 pm

MESSAGE FROM OUR PLATINUM SPONSOR

LEVEL 3

MAD GLAM GALA DINNER - Hilton Hotel - Plenary Hall

LEVEL 3

FRIDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER - Registration from 7.30 am

A special 60th Anniversary welcome from The Leading Edge

A lot has happened in the 60 years since AMSRS came into being and it seems that like many industries
in the world, the change is going to come faster than ever. The exciting part is that the relevance of our
industry and what we do has never been greater.
Let’s not get distracted by technology, methodology or ideology – they are important, but not our
reason for being. At The Leading Edge, we still believe that our industry has one key winning factor
that is irrespective of the “how we do it”; it is providing valued advice built on evidence and insights
that allow our clients to achieve their goals. What a great skill that is for an industry to have in a time
when clients have so much data and information
and are looking for help on how they use it to drive
their businesses. So at the conference, along with
the aforementioned -ologies, we’re looking forward
to hearing how as an industry we’re delivering this
valued advice.
The Leading Edge and The Digital Edge hope that
you enjoy the conference and here’s to the next 60
years of research; it’s going to be fun!

SYDNEY HILTON

This is our second year of sponsoring the conference - and we’re very proud to be associated with the
60th birthday of our industry body. The conference promises to provide a great mix of perspectives
on all aspects of the research world and a chance for us all to take time out of our busy schedules to
spend time with old friends and make a few new ones along the way.

Opening Plenary Session
The power of leadership & diversity

9:00 - 10:30 am

Plenary Hall

10:30 - 11:00 am

Exhibition Hub

11:00 - 12:15 pm

Break Out Rooms

12:15 - 1:00 pm

Exhibition Hub

1:00 - 2:35 pm

Break Out Rooms

2:35 - 3:00 pm

Exhibition Hub

3:00 - 5:15 pm

Plenary Hall

5:15 - 6:00 pm

Closing Drinks Exhibition Hub

6.15 pm

Young Researchers Network (YRN) pub crawl

LEVEL 3
LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3

Morning Tea
Morning Break Out Sessions
• The powerful future
• Powerful perspectives
• Passionate about methodology
Lunch
Afternoon Break Out Sessions
• The power of clarity
• Passionate collaboration
• Passionately innvoative
Afternoon Tea
Closing Plenary Session
A powerful conclusion
LEVEL 3

Lee Naylor
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INTRODUCING THIS YEAR’S
CONFERENCE THOUGHT LEADERS

HUGH MACKAY, AO
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Responses from the
2014 Conference
evaluation questionnaire
revealed that many
members wanted
a stronger focus on
Australian business
thought leadership.
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TONY WARD

Managing Director
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KEYNOTE

JEFFREY IS
MR #MRX

Keynote Speakers

JEFFREY HENNING

ANNIE PETTIT

President – Researchscape International

Chief Research Officer, Peanut Labs & Author: The LoveStats Blog

Jeffrey Henning, PRC, is a serial research entrepreneur dedicated to widening the audience for
market research. He is president of Researchscape International, which provides “Do It For You”
survey research at Do It Yourself prices through its web store. He is best known for founding
Perseus Development Corporation in 1993 and Vovici in 2006. Perseus pioneered Computer
Assisted Personal Interviewing, focus group transcription software and web surveys: Perseus
SurveySolutions for the Web was the first dedicated survey software application, named the
PC Magazine Editors’ Choice winner in 2000. Perseus was purchased by Austin Ventures in
2006. At Vovici, Jeffrey led the team that created the first Enterprise Feedback Management
application, pioneering an industry that Gartner estimates now has 70 vendors; Vovici was
also the first vendor integrating online panels with Market Research Online Communities.
He wrote over 600 blog posts for Vovici’s blog, was named the best research blog in the
industry by Quirks in 2008, and coined #MRX as the go-to market research hashtag on Twitter.
Vovici was acquired by Verint in 2011. Jeffrey is a member of the American Association of
Public Opinion Researchers and serves as a Director on the boards of the Marketing Research
Association and the Marketing Research Institute International.

Annie Pettit, PhD is the Chief Research Officer at Peanut Labs, a company that specialises in selfserve sample, survey programming, and polling. She is also Vice President, Research Standards
at Research Now. Annie currently specialises in research data quality, sampling, and survey
design. Previously, Annie was a Certified Psychologist at the Ontario Ministry of the Solicitor
General where she developed and validated tests for police officer selection. Later, she was VP
of Panel Analytics at Ipsos where she developed a North American wide data quality system for
surveys using the Ipsos i-Say panel. Her next move led to Conversition and the development of
a social media listening system employing sentiment and content analysis.

PRESENTATION

FAILING FORWARD

Usually at conferences we celebrate successes and case studies, yet most successes would
not be possible but for the line of failures that preceded them. As Oscar Wilde said, experience
is the name we give to our mistakes.
So Jeffrey will share stories from his 28 years of “experience” – of failures and mistakes, of
research projects and business decisions gone awry. He’ll talk about survey projects attacked
by robots and spammers, of survey branches to nowhere, and of data weighted backwards.
He will tell you the subject of the one survey he ever did that collected exactly 0 responses.
And when it comes to his own businesses, he’ll share stories of product launches that
completely missed the available opportunity.
Learn from his mistakes! And discover how to use failed work to create more successful
projects in the future. Failing fast and often can help you achieve success in your own research
and your own career.

ALEX MALLEY FCPA
Chief Executive, CPA Australia
Alex is responsible for 19 offices globally and more than 150,000 CPA Australia members in 120
countries. He has addressed the National Press Club Australia on issues impacting Australia’s
economic competitiveness and future, and has featured on The Accountant publication’s Global
Accounting Power 50 List. On The Bottom Line Alex brings leadership issues into sharp focus
through interviews with fellow leaders from business, politics and the community. The interview
he conducted with the first man on the moon, Neil Armstrong, was the most substantive ever
filmed; news surrounding it reached an unprecedented global audience. The Naked CEO book
was launched globally in 2014 and quickly became a best-seller. Borne out of the success of his
highly popular mentoring community, thenakedceo.com, the book combines Alex’s candid, reallife stories with practical career and life guidance. He writes a regular blog for The Huffington
Post, is a business and leadership commentator across numerous radio, TV and print platforms,
as well as a LinkedIn Influencer: an exclusive group of global leaders, which includes Richard
Branson, Bill Gates and US President Barack Obama. Alex serves on a number of councils,
boards and government sector committees, including The Prince of Wales Accounting for
Sustainability Project and the International Integrated Reporting Council. From suspended
schoolboy to disruptive CEO, Alex always does what he believes in.

PRESENTATION

RESPECTING THE PAST WHILE CREATING THE FUTURE

Alex Malley believes that too many of today’s leaders favour risk management over inspired
vision. Seemingly self-preservation lies at the core of their management approach. Join the
CEO, television host and best-selling author for a candid and inspiring discussion about the
importance of daring to dream, relevance, and using the past to help guide an inspired future.
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Currently, Annie is the Editor in Chief of MRIA’s Vue magazine, a publication for Canadian
marketing researchers, and a member of the advisory committee for the Georgian College
Research Analysis Program. She is also the Canadian chair of ISO/TC 225 - Market, opinion
and social research. Annie is an invited speaker at marketing research conferences around
the world and has published numerous refereed and industry articles. She won the 2014
ESOMAR Excellence Award for the Best Paper, 2014 MRIA Award of Outstanding Merit, 2013
ESOMAR Best Methodological Paper, and the 2011 AMA David K. Hardin Award. Annie blogs
at LoveStats, tweets at @LoveStats and is the author of The Listen Lady, a novel about social
media research. She prides herself on eating ridiculous amounts of chocolate from around
the world and on her mediocre ukulele skills. She can be reached at annie@peanutlabs.com.

Select myth
From big data
Where industry=”MRX”
Order by importance
Limit 10

PRESENTATION
SELECT MYTH FROM BIG DATA WHERE
INDUSTRY=”MRX” ORDER BY IMPORTANCE LIMIT 10
You can never have too much data! Most market researchers have heard a lot of theory
about big data, as well as a lot of misleading myths. Unfortunately, few have seen and
worked with the data themselves. In this presentation, I’ll blast ten big data myths using
stories that many researchers can actually relate to – survey panel data. With millions of
panelists, profiles, survey clicks, and incentives, market researchers have been sitting on
pretty big data for nearly 20 years. Using real data from a panel database that contains
information from millions of panelists who’ve clicked, completed, screened, and quota’d out
of millions of incentivised surveys, I’ll help you to better understand the myths, strengths,
and weaknesses of using big data. And, you’ll see how easy it is to analyse big data using
skills you already have. Big data is quickly becoming a standard for understanding consumer
behaviour so make sure the job market in ten or twenty years doesn’t leave you behind.

JAMES GUERRIER
Director of Research & Insights, Comedy & Entertainment,
International - Viacom International Media Networks
James Guerrier is Director of Research & Insights, Comedy & Entertainment, International, for
Viacom International Media Networks (VIMN).
James has almost 10 years’ experience in media research, having worked both agency side and
in a variety of client-side roles helping broadcasters understand audiences and using insights
to inspire. Based in London, James is responsible for leading all research and insights activity
to support Viacom International Media Networks’ entertainment brands: Comedy Central,
Paramount Channel, BET and Spike internationally.
Prior to joining VIMN in January 2013, James spent 5 years at public service broadcaster Channel
4, where he was responsible for using research to evaluate the impact of content and monitor
perceptions of Channel 4’s brands.
James enjoys presenting VIMN’s insights and last year received the 2014 ESOMAR Award for
Best Methodological Paper. You can read more about VIMN’s audience insights at http://
vimninsights.viacom.com

Correct at time of printing.

See full speaker information at
www.amsrs.com.au/conference2015
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KEYNOTE

Keynote Speakers

continued

PRESENTATION POWER OF LAUGHTER: MEASURING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMEDY IN GENERATING POSITIVE AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT
It has long been recognised that laughter has beneficial effects on our wellbeing. People who
laugh a lot are generally happier, healthier and more positive. But how does laughter really
impact on audiences and their reaction to TV programmes and advertising?
Using facial recognition technology to capture actual audience behaviour, this presentation will
show how the subconscious emotional response of audiences was captured in real time. This
provided Comedy Central with new insights into the impact of visual content on audience reaction.
This paper demonstrates the value of measuring actual versus claimed behaviour, and also
explores the effectiveness of using a new and innovative research tool to gain greater depth and
understanding of actual audience behaviour.

HUGH MACKAY, AO
Hugh Mackay is a Fellow of AMSRS and of the Australian Psychological Society.
He established Mackay Research in 1971, launched The Mackay Report, a syndicated
social research project, in 1979 and ran it for 25 years before it was purchased by Ipsos.
In recognition of his pioneering work in social research, Hugh has been awarded honorary
doctorates by Charles Sturt, Macquarie, NSW and Western Sydney universities.
Among other appointments, Hugh has been deputy chairman of the Australia Council for the
Arts, chairman of trustees of Sydney Grammar School, and the inaugural chairman of the ACT
government’s Community Inclusion Board. He is currently a patron of the Asylum Seekers Centre
and holds honorary professorial appointments at Wollongong and Charles Sturt universities.
For 25 years he was a weekly newspaper columnist and he is the author of 16 books, including
eight bestsellers in the fields of social analysis, communication and ethics. His latest book, The
Art of Belonging, published by Macmillan, draws heavily on social research.

PRESENTATION

FIRESIDE CHAT WITH AMSRS FELLOW HUGH MACKAY

Australia’s most well-known research celebrity with political editor and journalist Hugh Riminton.
Research career? I had no such thing in mind at the time. I was 16, and fresh out of school; I
needed a job; I had no career aspirations at all, though I did have a vague idea of attending
university a part-time evening student. My father, an advertising copywriter, had heard of a new
thing called “market research” and thought it might suit young Hugh. It was the luckiest accident
of my life. Research, I soon discovered, was a job perfectly suited to my insatiable curiosity; to
my introverted personality; to my preferred role as observer. Trying to make sense of what
people do - trying to explain why they do it - seemed, and still seems, like the most fascinating
career imaginable.
On Monday 10 January 1955, I walked into the offices of The McNair Survey Pty Limited (later to
morph into ACNielsen) at 40 Miller Street, North Sydney, to begin his research career - the same
year the AMSRS was formed.

INVITED

Invited Speakers

CHRIS SAVAGE
Marketing Communications, PR and Professional Services industry leader
Chris Savage is one of Asia Pacific’s pre-eminent public relations, marketing and communications
industry leaders. But that’s not his passion. What drives Chris and is shaping his career today
is helping leaders and businesses accelerate growth …. growth in profits, courage, momentum,
capability, reputation and stature.
Following a highly successful 25 year career in public relations where his roles included
Chairman of the biggest PR group in the region and as an entrepreneur who started what
became one of Australia’s leading financial PR firms. Chris was appointed Chief Operating
Officer of STW Group, Australasia’s leading marketing content and communications group. As
part of his wide-ranging responsibilities between 2008 and 2015 Chris lead the group’s digital
growth strategy, led the group’s charge into Asia and also was directly responsible for all STW’s
non advertising and media companies within the group, accounting for half of STW’s $500
million revenues. Businesses under his leadership grew on average by double digits annually.
Chris resigned from his STW role in February. He did this to ‘walk the talk’.

PRESENTATION

HOW TO KEEP YOURSELF RELEVANT & CONTEMPORARY.

This session is all about YOU - as a leader, of your business, and of yourself. It’s an opportunity to
pause and reflect, and to spend some time thinking about where you are in your career – your
objectives, goals, aspirations and intent, and about your ‘value proposition’ for the future. The pace
of change is accelerating, and business models are being revolutionised, with old being replaced
with new. It’s also a time of ‘extinction events’, of businesses, and careers. It’s an incredibly exciting
and challenging time to be in business. Chris will challenge you as on how you can do the same
and help others achieve their full potential by “thinking new, thinking big, and thinking quick.”

TONY DAVIS
Board Director, Quantium

PRESENTATION

DEMYSTIFYING DATA DRIVEN INSIGHT.

Tony leads many of Quantium’s marketing, media and customer analytics programs and
partnerships, contributing an understanding of the practical development and application of datadriven strategies within large companies. Joining Quantium soon after its foundation, he previously
held senior positions with major brands in the UK and Australia, and has been at the forefront of
using data to drive insight, accountable marketing investment and optimal business performance.
Tony is a regular commentator on the marketing and media industry, with a key focus on
data convergence, marketing performance and the financial accountability of marketing (and
marketers) across a wide range of industries, especially in a digital environment. Tony was the
co-founder of London Business School’s Innovation Exchange, a forum for the sharing of best
practices across industries, and more recently as Chairman of ADMA he helped re-engineer
Australia’s biggest industry body.

TONY WARD

Get connected at the 2015
AMSRS National Conference
WEB

Conference Website:

Linked in:

BLOG

Conference Blog:

Facebook:
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www.amsrs.com.au/conference2015
www.amsrslive.com.au

Follow us on Twitter:

@amsrs_au Tweet with Hash tag: #amsrs

AMSRS Group

Managing Director Australia & NZ, SurveyMonkey
Tony Ward spent over a decade in sales and marketing at Microsoft as well as several
years with LinkedIn before joining SurveyMonkey as ANZ MD. Originally from Canada, he
has degrees from the University of Manitoba and the University of Auckland, where he
obtained a Bachelor of Commerce, Management Science and Information Systems; MSIS.

PRESENTATION SURVEYMONKEY: WHY AUSTRALIA, WHY NOW &
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?
When SurveyMonkey launched in Australia, it was the largest investment for the company
outside of the US and Europe. It was a big move and for very good reason, the company

facebook.com/AMSRS

Instagram:
#amsrs

Correct at time of printing.

See full speaker information at
www.amsrs.com.au/conference2015
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INVITED

Invited Speakers

continued

was excited about the opportunity in a market buzzing with talented, exciting and forward
looking organisations that understand the value of great data.
But it’s a technology business and its role is not to replace traditional market research
here in Australia, but rather to support it by introducing quicker and easier ways to make
the best use of data.
The company hopes that, with its help, instead of spending months gathering survey data,
research agencies will be able to do it in days. This frees up time to focus on the high value
work: converting results into insights and delivering actionable advice.
SurveyMonkey ANZ MD Tony Ward is well aware of the challenges faced by companies and
market research agencies, from getting accurate and timely data to budget constraints. In
his presentation he will cover:
1. How has SurveyMonkey evolved from a tool to a platform?
2. How is it being used in Australia?
3. How can you use SurveyMonkey to grow your business?

ROZ ROWEN
Academic Language and Learning – Lecturer
Charles Darwin University/ Griffith University

INVITED

Invited Speakers

PRESENTATION

JENNIFER WHELAN
Founder and Director, Psynapse
After extensive experience working in human resource management, Jennifer completed her
PhD in social psychology at the University of Melbourne. She spent some years as a Research
Fellow both there and at the Melbourne Business School working on research into organisational
diversity, discrimination, prejudice, stereotypes, and unconscious bias. Jennifer has since moved
back into organisational work specialising in unconscious cognition, including bias, stereotypes,
and adaptive potential. Jennifer is an active thought leader and a regular contributor to The
Conversation, The Age, and Women’s Agenda, and engagements with The Committee for
Economic Development of Australia (CEDA), the Diversity Council of Australia (DCA), Women in
Banking & Finance (WiBF) and the 100% Project.

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION WHY NOT LET BOGANS BE BYGONES? BEYOND
‘BOGANISM’ AS A NEGATIVE CULTURAL STEREOTYPE. HOW CULTURAL
IDENTITY TERMS ARE ASCRIBED AND ATTAIN MEANING IN INTERACTION.

JUDITH LUCY

LEIGH SHAW
Head of Consumer and Market Insights, Unilever ANZ
Leigh Shaw has been working in the FMCG space for the last 15 years. Whether it was in
marketing, sales or now in her “happy place” of Consumer and Market Insights, Leigh has spent
her career passionately advocating asking the consumer or shopper what to do as the only
sensible way to run a health business. Previously head of Consumer Insights at Procter &
Gamble, and Shopper Insights at Nielsen, Leigh now heads up Consumer and Market Insights
for Unilever ANZ in their journey to be Big Data Rich, Insights Richer.

WHERE HAVE ALL THE INSIGHTS GONE?

In a big data world manufacturers are absorbing more and more sources of data into their
marketing and sales department in an attempt to better understand behaviours and grow in
the future. But with all this data at our fingertips are we getting any closer to the people we
serve or are we data rich, insights poor. How do researchers evolve and help manufacturers
bring more insights to their plans?”

Roz Rowen is a linguist, researcher and advocate for developing and making academic literacy
engaging and accessible to all students. Her linguistic research is predominantly in lexical
semantics and conversation analysis, where she explores the cultural significance of key
slang terms in Australian English. Roz has spoken at a number of international and domestic
conferences on linguistics, social sciences and psychology, sharing her new approaches to
exploring research on language, meaning and interaction. An advocate to learning language
and promoting accessibility of literacy, Roz is an editor and consultant for an emerging suite
of educational books and stories, which aim at partnering learning to read with developing
language and literacy for young children.

This presentation will show how and why moving beyond the cliché and stereotypical associations of
“bogan “and other social category terms, can be beneficial across multiple research applications. The
use of social category terms in Australian English interactions is prominent, but has not been well
studied across linguistic paradigms to date. Emerging research that looks to bridge the gap between
the semantic (meaning) and pragmatic (interaction) interface may be the key to understanding the
use of these terms in interaction and give rise to ways it can inform and be applied across research
fields. This presentation explores the concept of ‘locally-situated meaning’ whereby, the meaning of
words can only be defined and understood in the context of the utterance. The way in which Bogan
as a social identity term attains meaning in interaction will be explored at the heart of the semanticspragmatics interface.

continued

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION OR DIVERSITY & INNOVATION?

Organisations have known for some time now, that increasing diversity and inclusion generates
improvements in employee engagement, commitment, well-being, retention and attendance. .
Dr Whelan will explore two ways in which organisations can enhance their collective intelligence.
Firstly, how organisations can use diversity and inclusion as a strategy to enhance their collective
intellectual capital, and secondly, organisations can focus on developing leaders’ cognitive and
adaptive skills to grow their organisation’s intellectual capital independently of the diversity and
inclusion agenda.

Comedian and Entertainer
Judith Lucy is one of Australia’s most popular comedians. A best-selling author, her work in
television and film and her sell-out national tours have made her a household name. In 2015,
Judith wrote, produced and starred in the series Judith Lucy Is All Woman. The show was a six
part series for the ABC, where she looked at the role of women in modern Australia and whether
they are better off than they were 50 years ago. Judith is also back on stage with her first new
solo show since 2012. Ask No Questions of the Moth.

HUGH RIMINTON
Political Editor, Network TEN
Hugh Riminton is political editor with Network TEN. He has an insider’s view of federal
politics as an influential reporter and commentator and regular host of Ten’s Meet The
Press. He was previously an acclaimed foreign correspondent with CNN and the Nine
Network. During his time anchoring CNN’s flagship program out of Hong Kong, CNN Today
twice won Asian Television Awards for Asia-Pacific’s Best News Programme. He remains a
frequent commentator for CNN on events within Australia. After a TV career that began as a
finance reporter, Hugh Riminton has won top Australian and international awards including
the Walkley Award (twice), a Logie, the UN Media Peace Prize, an Australian Human Rights
Commission Award, a Dupont-Columbia Award (USA) and many other accolades reporting
from more than 30 countries. Hugh Riminton is also a foundation board member for Soldier
On, an organisation dedicated to helping the hundreds of Australian personnel wounded in
our recent wars.

Correct at time of printing.
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TO SHINE!

D 2 SEPT • 2PM-5PM
BIRTHDAY WORKSHOPS • WE

As a professional body, the AMSRS
does a great job of providing lots of
professional development opportunities
through our various webinars, courses;
summer and winter schools; and of
course, our annual conference. What
we want to additionally highlight is
knowledge sharing and discussion of the
business of research.

Come and hear from those
e you
who’ve done it all, see wher
ine!
want to go and choose to sh

This year we are very excited to provide
a third day of workshops about how we
do business and grow our soft skills as
professionals.
Designed to support your ambitions for
progressing in the industry, having a global
career or even starting an agency we have
engaged experts and seasoned practitioners in
leadership, careers and business skills to assist.
Your choice of three workshops –
Being your own boss, Having a stellar
career and Sharpening your skillset will
cover everything from starting and building
an agency or consultancy, to having a
global career, progressing your career, to
enhancing your skill sets in presentation
and visualisation, Selling and Business
Development and Building your Digital
Profile. We are thrilled about this new
stream of learning. Best of all it’s going
to be offered complimentary as part of
your overall delegate
package. You’ll have
to be quick though
because its first in
first served and
we anticipate
the workshops
will fill fast!
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WORKSHOP

1

BEING YOUR OWN BOSS

As we celebrate our 60th anniversary, we are
inviting AMSRS members to attend one of the three
workshops for free and attend the conference
opening drinks after the workshops.
Places are limited, and members can book their place
when they register for the conference.
Offer only available to members who book Full/QPMR/IRG/QRG/
Full under 30 tickets as well as ONE member per ROVER Ticket.

2.00PM-5.00PM
CHAIR: DEREK JONES

A LEAP OF FAITH
Ever wanted to take the plunge and leave the safety
of your employment and start an agency or supplier
business or become an independent researcher?
Then this workshop is for you! Hear from a range of
self-starters who have made a success of being their
own boss. There will be a short presentation from each
speaker outlining their story followed by an interactive
panel discussion and question time.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

OUR BIRTHDAY GIFT TO YOU!

What motivated them to get going?
Structures, business models and setting up
What the early days were like – getting the first client
Challenges and highlights
Would they do it again?
Top 5 tips for those considering?

BUILDING AND GROWING
YOUR BUSINESS

WORKSHOP

2

2.00PM-5.00PM

HAVING A STELLAR CAREER

CHAIR: DEB FERNON

STORIES FROM THE FRONTLINES
Taking your career to the next level, explore different
options for advancement and experiences within
the marketing and social research industry here and
abroad. Hear from a range of diverse professionals,
who have had interesting, different and successful
careers. There will be a short presentation from each
speaker outlining their story followed by an interactive
panel discussion and question time.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•

Progressing your role within an agency
Moving from client to agency or agency to client side
Qual, quant or both
Having a global career
New emerging roles in the industry

Taking your business to the next level, how to survive and
thrive as a business owner regardless of whether you are
an independent, agency or supplier. Hear from a range
of seasoned players who have built, sustained and grown
businesses over time. There will be a short presentation
from each speaker outlining their story followed by an
interactive panel discussion and question time.

SPEAKERS INCLUDE:

TOPICS TO BE COVERED INCLUDE:

This session will be supplemented by a session on
mentoring and successful talent management
with Lee Naylor.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business models and costing
Marketing and selling
What clients want
Recruiting and team building
Challenges and highlights
Top 5 tips for building an agency
Selling as a business owner

SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
Erica van Lieven, Penny Burke, Chris Martin Murphy,
Marquis Pohla, Helen Bakewell, John Sergeant and
Derek Jones

Catherine Eddy, Stephen Jenke, David Bottomley,
Barbara Danon, Anagha Kanhere, Joan Young and
Peter Harris

MENTORING AND
TALENT MANAGEMENT

HOW TO ESTABLISH
YOURSELF AS AN EXPERT
We will then hear from an executive coach,
Dr Abbie Widin who will guide you through a process
that will see you easily lift to hold a higher authority,
reach a higher level with your client base, and generate
greater income.

WORKSHOP

3

2.00PM-5.00PM

SHARPENING YOUR SKILLSET CHAIR: VICTORIA GAMBLE
Hear from a range of soft skill professionals on how
to present better, visualise data, sell and influence
clients and build your digital profile. There will be a
number of key presentations from professionals in each
area followed by an interactive panel discussion and
question time.

VISUALISING THE INSIGHT TO GET THE
CONSUMER TO THE TOP TABLE
More than just the latest ‘fad’, data visualisations
are changing the way that research information
is presented and how the reader is engaged.
Visualisations are not just about making numbers look
pretty. And we are not saying that every agency needs
to hire a graphic designer tomorrow to achieve this, but
beyond the visuals themselves, as researchers, our task
becomes more challenging.
Chris Binney

NEW AND FUTURE TRENDS IN
CORPORATE PRESENTATIONS
Join us to discuss and share the top tips on where the
world trends are leading us for corporate presentations.
Lee Featherby

BUILDING YOUR DIGITAL PROFILE
AS A RESEARCH PROFESSIONAL
Expert researchers with successful digital profiles will offer
advice and practical ideas on building your digital profile as
a business tool.

SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
Annie Pettit, Jeffrey Henning and Sue York

AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2015
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MADGLAM

FULL PROGRAM: Day 1 Thursday 3 September
From 7.30am
Plenary - level 3

Turn back the clock to the time where it all began. Join us at a swank
late 50’s/early 60’s corporate office dinner party in the time where
mad men and mad women joined forces to create the AMSRS.

Cocktail entertainment and music spanning the eras will allow you
to play along with theme as well as dance the later night away with
your favourite boogie tunes.

Start 9.00am

MORNING SESSION | OPENING SESSION

Join us in vintage Vogue couture or just wear some pearls, a snazzy
hip suit or your normal office attire. The dress theme is swanky
vintage glam – go all in, or just accessorise.

1 ENTRY TICKET INCLUDED IN QPMR/IRG/QRG
& UNDER 30’S FULL CONFERENCE TICKETS
NOT INCLUDED IN ONE DAY PASS OR ROVER TICKETS.

GALA DINNER PROUDLY
SPONSORED BY:

THE POWER AND THE PASSION
Chair: Derek Jones & Joan Young

Opening

AMSRS CEO Elissa Molloy & Founding Member David Bottomley

Introduction to Conference
Conference Chairs: Derek Jones & Joan Young

Platinum Sponsor Welcome
Lee Naylor The Leading Edge

Respecting the past while creating the future.
Alex Malley The Naked CEO

KEYNOTE

Failing Forward.
Jeffrey Henning Director Researchscape International

KEYNOTE

Where have all the insights gone?
Leigh Shaw Head of Consumer and Market Insights,
Unilever ANZ

Finish 10.50am

Questions

10.50 - 11.15am

MORNING TEA

Plenary - level 3

POWERFUL DATA

Start 11.15am

SurveyMonkey: Why Australia,
Why now & What’s in it for you?

INVITED

INVITED

Tony Ward Managing Director Australia & NZ SurveyMonkey

Demystifying data driven insight.
Tony Davis Director at Quantium

Select myth From bigdata
Where industry=”MRX”
Order by importance Limit 10.

AMSRS 60TH ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE
GALA DINNER • SYDNEY HILTON • LEVEL 3

7PM • THURSDAY
3RD SEPTEMBER 2015

REGISTRATION

INVITED

KEYNOTE

Annie Pettit Chief Research Officer, Peanut Labs &
Author: The LoveStats Blog

Finish 1.05pm

Big Data Discussion / Panel

1.05 - 1.50pm

LUNCH
There was no limit on the number of submissions a company could provide.
All industry submissions were judged on the same criteria, and papers/
presentations were chosen on their merits. Program correct at time of printing.
AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY
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FULL PROGRAM: Day 1 - Thursday 3 September
Breakout Rooms - level 4

THE POWER OF CHALLENGING THE NORM

PASSIONATE ABOUT SOCIAL CHALLENGES

THE PASSION OF RESEARCH

1.50 - 1.55pm

Chair: John Sergeant, AMSRS Fellow

Chair: Meredith Fairweather, AMSRS Fellow

Chair: Paul Korbel, AMSRS Fellow

1.55 - 2.15pm

How good is good enough?

Linguistically diverse communities
and prostate cancer.

It’s a long way to the top (if you wanna
Quant ‘n’ Qual) - How to build a successful
market research career in the 21st century.

Jayne Van Souwe Wallis
David Bednall Deakin University

AFTERNOON SESSION | BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Day 1

(continued)

2.15 - 2.35pm

Sarah Lowe Cloudmaker Consulting
Anthony Lowe PCFA

What do you mean I’m drunk?!
Development and testing of a conceptual
framework for asking about intoxication.
Nina Van Dyke Market Solutions

2.35 - 2.55pm

The history of emotion - I feel happy but don’t
take my word for it.
Haydn Northover Nielsen

Teri Nolan ME Bank
David McCallum Gordon & McCallum

From little things, big things grow:
Clarity on what influences youth obesity.

Building bridges from academia
into industry.

Robyn Rutley TNS
Jane Martin Queensland Health

Clifford Lewis ruby cha cha

Is Australian drinking culture on the rocks?
How Diageo used research to inform its
corporate communications strategy.

Hidden gems, rough diamonds
and diamonds in the rough.
Lucy Blakemore Navitas

Andrew Therkelsen GfK / Elizabeth Greene Diageo

2.55 - 3.05pm

Questions

Questions

3.05 - 3.35pm

AFTERNOON TEA

Plenary - level 3

THE POWER OF LAUGHTER & LANGUAGE

Start 3.35pm

Industry Update

Questions

ALEX MALLEY

The Better Surveys Project
Power of laughter: Measuring the
effectiveness of comedy in generating
positive audience engagement.

Respecting the past
while creating the future
KEYNOTE

James Guerrier Director of Research and Insights
for Comedy and Entertainment Viacom (UK)

Why not let Bogans be bygones?
Beyond ‘boganism’ as a negative
cultural stereotype. How cultural
identity terms are ascribed and
attain meaning in interaction.

INVITED

Roz Rowen Academic Language & Learning Lecturer
Charles Darwin University

Finish 5.00pm

Questions / Wrap up

5.15 - 6.00pm

AMSRS AGM

(ALL AMSRS MEMBERS WELCOME) - level 4

6.00 - 6.30pm

AMSRO AGM

(BY INVITE ONLY) - level 4

7.00pm

GALA DINNER - MAD GLAM

DAY 1: Thursday 4 Sept, 9am

Embarking on your career
journey will be one of the
most thrilling and challenging
times of your life. The road may
get a little bumpy along the way,
but if you accept that and keep
pushing you
will thrive.
Alex Malley,
The Naked CEO
KEYNOTE

Level 3, Hilton
Program correct at time of printing.
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Day 2

FULL PROGRAM: Day 2 - Friday 4 September
From 7.30am
Plenary - level 3

BREAKOUT
SESSIONS| |MORNING
MORNING
SESSION
BREAKOUT
SESSIONS
SESSION

Start 9.00am

REGISTRATION

XXXX

FIRESIDE CHAT
YOUR
MC:
WITH AMSRS
FELLOW
HUGH MACKAY AO

THE POWER OF LEADERSHIP & DIVERSITY
Welcome & Opening Derek Jones, Conference Chair
How to keep yourself relevant
and contemporary.
Chris Savage
Marketing Communications,
PR and Professional Services industry leader

Diversity and inclusion or
diversity and innovation?

KEYNOTE

xxxxx

Australia’s most well-known
research celebrity, Hugh Mackay AO
with political editor and journalist
Hugh Riminton.

INVITED

DAY 2: Friday 4 Sept, 3pm

INVITED

Jennifer Whelan
Founder and Director, Psynapse

Finish 10.30am

Wrap up

10.30 - 11.00am

MORNING TEA

Breakout Rooms - level 4

THE POWERFUL FUTURE

POWERFUL PERSPECTIVES

PASSIONATE ABOUT METHODOLOGY

11.00 - 11.05am

Chair: Peter Harris, AMSRS Fellow

Chair: Bruce Smith, AMSRS Fellow

Chair: David Bednall, AMSRS Fellow

11.05 - 11.25am

I would rather be Zuckerberg.

Mind the gap.

Lauren Wilkin / John Matthews Jigsaw Research

Cecile Thornley / Ewan Frith Brand Navigator

Grouping brands or products: An
alternative approach.
Scott MacLean Nulink Analytics

11.25 - 11.45am

What we believe The hopes and dreams of young Australians.
Moira Callard Reality Check Research
Sarah Davies The Reach Foundation

Is a screen more important than a smile
in shaping brand equity? - Combining
usability and brand impact research to
build brand equity by giving customers
the best possible digital experience.

Can brand equity predict market share?
Con Menictas Qantas
Brian Fine QOR

Paul Costantoura Review Partners
John Eklund UX Research

11.45 - 12.05pm

2015, The year of enrichment:
What it means to consumers and how
brands can benefit.

DUCKS and design thinking. Extending
research to ignite change.
Jason Dunstone Square Holes

Daniel Robertson-Jones / Sally Smallman Added Value

12.05 - 12.15pm

Questions

12.15 - 1.00pm

LUNCH

Where market research meets customer
analytics – Make your customer
segmentation more powerful.
Elena Yusupova The Leading Edge

Questions

Questions

Program correct at time of printing.
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AFTERNOON SESSION | BREAKOUT SESSIONS

FULL PROGRAM: Day 2 - Friday 4 September

Day 2

(continued)

Breakout Rooms - level 4

THE POWER OF CLARITY

PASSIONATE COLLABORATION

PASSIONATELY INNOVATIVE

1.00 - 1.05pm

Chair: Liane Ringham, AMSRS Fellow

Chair: Vicki Arbes, AMSRS Fellow

Chair: Jayne Van Souwe, AMSRS Fellow

1.05 - 1.25pm

What lies beneath the multiple screens.

Better the devil you Mo.

Thinking outside of the telly-box.

Raymond Lo Fifth Dimension

Nick Palmer Jigsaw Research
Meagan Bell Movember Foundation

John Crowley The Leading Edge
Klime Mickovski Telstra

Lend me your head: Applying neuroscience as
the catalyst for creative & media optimisation
and client & agencies collaboration.

Talking ‘bout my generation:
The research process behind DrinkWise’s
‘Drinking, do it properly’ campaign.

Why Santa does surveys?

Mary Anne Muscat NAB / Peter Pynta Neuro-Insight

Elyse Pigram / Anna Rose Stancombe GALKAL

Location, location…location: How geotriggered mobile surveys bring you closer
to the moment of truth.

Here’s why you should quit: Leveraging
insights to tailor campaign messaging.

1.25 - 1.45pm

1.45 - 2.05pm

2.05 - 2.25pm

Asher Hunter Metrix Consulting / Neil Hayes Toluna

George Zdanowicz Enhance Research
Penny Paterson Queensland Health

The power from within.

Why you need to listen to your fans.

Christina Hofmann Vision Critical
Jannine Wood Telstra

Dan Fergusson Vision Critical
Shaun Welch AFL

Lisa Lewers Lewers Research
Ross McLelland Telstra

The power of immersion.
Virginia Meikle / Carolyn Northcott NRMA

Face to face with the mobile respondents: Watch
what happens as real mobile respondents take
real surveys in a mobile environment.
Mark Lepine SSI

2.25 - 2.35pm

Questions

Questions

2.35 - 3.00pm

AFTERNOON TEA

Plenary - level 3

THE POWERFUL CONCLUSIONS

Start 3.00pm

Co-Chairs: Derek Jones and Joan Young

JUDITH LUCY

Hugh Mackay, AO
Fireside chat
with Hugh Riminton

KEYNOTE

Reflections Panel
• Hugh Mackay
• Annie Pettit

• Jeffrey Henning
• James Guerrier

Judith Lucy is one of Australia’s
most popular comedians. Her work
in radio, television, film and her sell
out national tours has made Judith
Lucy a household name.

ENTERTAINMENT

PANEL

CONFERENCE AWARDS
JUDITH LUCY

Questions

ENTERTAINMENT

Finish 5.15pm

CLOSING OF CONFERENCE

5.15 - 6.00pm

CLOSING DRINKS Level 3, Hilton

6.15pm

YOUNG RESEARCHERS (YRN) PUB CRAWL

very,
“
very funny...
Lucy rules
supreme
HERALD SUN,
MELBOURNE

”

Program correct at time of printing.
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DISCOUNT PACKAGE

		As per the full package only discounted for QPMR
current financial registered members.

IRG & QRG Full Delegate

DISCOUNT PACKAGE

		As per the full package only discounted for AMSRS
members who are also registered members of the
IRG & QRG special interest groups.

Under 30’s Full Delegate

DISCOUNT PACKAGE

		As per the full package only discounted for AMSRS
members under 30 years of age (ID required at
registration).

One Day Pass
This includes:
		A one day Conference pass (Thursday or Friday)
		One full delegate bag
This ticket does not include any access to the
dinner, workshops or social events.

This ticket does not include any access to the dinner.

This pass is shared between different delegates from
the same company, however only one delegate can
attend at any one time. Access to the venue and will be
by your one lanyard pass only, this can be left at the front
desk for pick up by following delegates. Your company
name only will be shown on your pass. Additional
tickets for social events can be purchased separately.

Under 30’s Pre-Conference
Business Skills Workshops
This includes:
		One ticket to the Pre-Conference Business Skills
Workshops.
This ticket is designed to assist our young researchers
develop their careers. (ID required at registration).
Entry to the pre conference business skills
workshops is limited and will be taken on a first in
first served from registrations only.

ADDITIONAL SOCIAL EVENTS
You can purchase additional tickets to the social
events for colleagues, friends or partners.
Wednesday Night :

Opening Networking Drinks

Thursday Night :

Gala Dinner at the Hilton

Friday Night :

Closing Drinks at the Hilton

Set seating or reserved tables are not available for
any of our events – arrive early to hold your space.

Accommodation
Hilton rate for AMSRS delegates: Hilton King Guest Room $289

Accommodation is available at the Sydney Hilton Hotel during your stay
at our conference. AMSRS has secured exceptional rates at the 5 star Hotel and
these rates are exclusive to our conference delegates. Please note there are other
economical accommodation options in the CBD, close to the venue. This rate is
limited to a number of rooms for AMSRS – Book early to ensure you get this rate.

To book accommodation at these special rates book quickly by

1. Book online http://www.hiltonsydney.com.au/ - choose dates and check
rates then add the code GAMSR
2. Call the Hilton reservations on 1300 445 866 and quote the group bookings code: GAMSR
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CONFERENCE
DELEGATES’
EXCLUSIVE PRICE!

$289
Hilton King
Guest Room

Full Conference
Member

Non
Non
Members Members
Members Members
Early Bird Early Bird
After
After
Rate
Rate
Early Bird Early Bird

$1,450

Full Conference
Non Member

$1,850
$1,950

IRG/
QRG
Rate

$1,280

$1,350

$2,200

Full Conference
Under 30's

$900

One Day

$750

$950

$850

$1,200

$1,850

$2,000

$2,000

$2,250

Under 30’s
Wed Business Skills
Session

$50

$100

$50

$100

Opening Drinks

$50

$50

$50

$50

Gala Dinner

$220

$220

$220

$220

Closing Drinks

$50

$50

$50

$50

Company Rover

QPMR
Rate

Delegate Bag

Registration
Package

Closing Drinks

This includes:
		One two day Conference pass (Thursday & Friday)
		One pass to a Pre-Conference Business Skills
Workshop + Opening Drinks
		One full delegate bag

Friday Sessions

This includes:
		One two day Conference pass (Thursday & Friday)
		One pass to a Pre-Conference Business Skills
Workshop + Opening Drinks
		One pass to the Conference Dinner
		One pass to the Closing Drinks
		One full delegate bag

All figures are in $AUD and include GST. Members’ rates are only available to AMSRS Members.
Thursday Sessions

Company Rover Delegate Package

QPMR Full Delegate

IT’S
CHEAPER
TO BECOME
A MEMBER

PACKAGE PRICES

Full Conference Delegate Package

Entry to the pre conference business skills
workshops is only available to those AMSRS
members who choose a specific workshop at the
time of registering for a full conference ticket. Spaces
to the workshops are limited and will be taken on a
first in first served from registrations only.

Note the
closing dates!

Opening Drinks

PACKAGES AVAILABLE:

3

Register online at
www.amsrs.com.au
or (02) 9566 3100

Gala Dinner

1

Select the package
that you want

Opening Workshop

Register in
3 EASY STEPS

$1,200
CHOOSE THURS OR FRI

1 DAY
ONLY

1 DAY
ONLY

1 PER
TICKET

CLOSING DATES

CANCELLATION POLICY:

The closing dates for registration are:

Due to considerable administrative costs incurred in
registration processing, a fee equivalent to 20% of the
registration fee will be charged for any cancellations
received prior to the 7th August 2015. Cancellations
after 7th August to Friday 21st August will be subject to a
50% cancellation fee, representing costs charged by the
venue for confirmed numbers. From Friday 21st August
@ 5pm cancellations will incur a 100% cancellation fee.
Delegate substitutions are a welcome alternative and in
this instance no fees will be charged (unless member
ticket was booked and a non-member replaces). All
requests for cancellations or substitutions MUST be
made in writing to the Society and will be honoured only
if they have been confirmed in writing by the Society.

Early Bird Rates close:

Friday 7th August 2015

Registrations close:

Friday 28th August 2015

Late registrations will be considered, depending on the
availability of places. Please note social event ticketing may
close earlier due to maximum capacity of the venue(s).

EARLY BIRD SAVINGS:
Take advantage of the Early Bird Rates!
Register by Friday 7th August and save.

Register online at www.amsrs.com.au/conference2015
For information regarding the registration
process or payments please contact:

For further information regarding the
conference logistics, contact:

Kara Triulcio at AMSRS

Leslea Clements at AMSRS

kara.triulcio@amsrs.com.au
or (02) 9566 3100.

leslea.clements@amsrs.com.au
or call (02) 9566 3100
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SPONSORS
CONFERENCE SPONSORS

The Society extends its sincere thanks to our sponsors who have helped to make the Conference possible.

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Co-Sponsors

Register online at
www.amsrs.com.au/conference2015
Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor

Award Sponsors

For further information:

Leslea Clements, Events and Operations Manager
Ph: +61 (0) 2 9566 3100 | Fax: +61 (0) 2 9571 5944
www.amsrs.com.au

